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Redesign Camplong Coast Tourism Area, Sampang district. Supervisor: Pudji Pratitus Wismantara, MT and Andi Baso Mappaturi, MT
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As in surat Al-Baqarah verse 11 on to explain:

And to say to them: "Do not make mischief on earth". they replied: "Verily, We the people who Conducting repairs."

Paragraph above describes the damage done to humans, where the addition to worship God, man is also created as a caliph in the earth. As caliph, humans have a duty to utilize, manage and maintain the universe. Allah has created the universe for the benefit and welfare of all creatures, especially humans.

Given the damage that caused the lack of government attention also and fall of interest tourists to visit and and lack of supporting infrastructure to make the area better preserved and developed it on the grounds that be present redesign of Camplong Coast tourist area. Because each region must have the characteristics or identity of its own, which certainly is different from other regions. By reason of the use of the theme "Archipelago Architecture" in use in redesign. It aims to introduce the identity or tradition of the original architectural character / local built by local communities. Archipelago Architecture gives emphasis on value and architectural form that refers to the (style) local culture.